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model.
Six classes of ATM switch architectures ae modeled including output butYe~d, shared memory butTe~d and cross bar switch models, and then multistage switches which can be built from these the basic models.
The ATM-TN simulator can be used to chameterize arbitrary ATM networks with dynamic multimedia traffic loads. Call set up and tear down via ATM sigmling is implemented in addition to the various types of cell traffic sbwrns generated by voice, video and data. TIE simulator is built on a simple, efficient simulation language called SinKit which is capable of supporting both fast sequential and parallel execution. Parallel execution is supported using WarpKi$ an optimistically synchronized kernel that is aimed at shared memory multiprocessor platforms such as the Silicon Graphics Powerchallenge and Sun Spare 1000 series machines.
The paper outlines general requirements for ATM traf%c and network simulatio~presents an ATM-TN simulator architecture, describes its major components and discusses the major issues associated with cell level ATM modeling and simulation. (Nikolaidis & Onvural 1992 , Perloff & Reiss 1995 , Vickers et al. 1993 Other protocols such as policing and admission control will need to be modeled in the future. The latter will require the ATM-TN ccm models to be extensible.
The switch models must characterize the flow of ATM cells through the network as determined by the spec~lc aditecture of each switch type. The following outlines some of the elements that must be represented. Eaehl type must be modeled using sub-components:a dimension (NxN) s~-cifying the number of input ports and output ports on the switch a switching fabric, defting the connections between input ports and output ports (e.g., crossbar, shared bus, banyaw delta network, ...). a set of btiers and a buffering strategy that specifies how many buffers are available, and how they are contlgured and used (e.g., shared vs. partitioned, input vs. output buffering); and routing tables, used to map cells from input ports tcl output_ports. This mapping is done using virtual circuit and virtual path indices (VCIS and VPIS).
Links (or ports) must be modeled implicitly in the exchange of cells between switches (e.g., capacity in bits/see, propagation delay, and bit error rate) rather than explicitly as a separate model component. This approach will significantly reduce the number of simulation events.
The intent is to make it easy to "plug and play" and evaluate the performance implications of different ATM switch amhitectums, and later, of different switch call admissio~policing, and traf%c control mechanisms. In summary, the simulator efficiency will be cmcial and care is needed to cnate very et%cient sequential and parallel kernels.
Simulator Performance

Production versus Research Issues
A signiilcant part of the ATM-TN simulator requirements rue to support "production" ATM network sizing and planning by network planners. This requires a non-progmmmer interface that offers interactive data management and experiment control tools for large input and output files.
The input files include an array of parametem to defii specific switch and link characteristics, to define netwok coutlgurations, and to specify experiment scenarios. Output files should be structured to enable the use of third party sp~adshees tatistical and graphical data analysis tools. The other major goals of an ATM-TN simulator me to support research. The cunent ATM networking rsseawh issues of interest include: call admission control on entmnce to the network congestion control within the network usage pammeter control (UPC) within the network and switch service disciplines (scheduling policies).
Other issues alluded to in the above sections include: multicast routing, switch architechues within network context and network management protocols.
Finatly, there are research issues in modeling and simulation methodologies for this application. These include workload and tra.ilic characterizdion in terms of measumble parameters, the design of efficient simulation kernels, hybrid analytic and simulation approaches, and the parallel execution of ATM tratlic and network models. The requirements of an ATM-TN include being able to address these simulation methodology issues, the open issues in ATM networking outlined above, as well as, the commercially important network planning issues.
ATM-TN ARCHITECTURE
The ATM-TN simulator presented hcxe was designed to meet all of the~quirements outlined in section 2. The main design principles we~to: (1) accumtely mimic ATM network behavior at the cell level for specifiable traftlc loads, (2) c~ate a modular extensible architechne since requirements will evolve as research problems rae solved and new issues emerge, (3) achieve~asonable execution times for ATM networks that consist of hundreds of nodes and tens to thousands of traftlc sources. Since (1) implies an extremely computatiomlly intense simulator and (2) implies a long lived simulator it was reasonable to expend a substantial effort aimed at also accomplishing (3). Further details on the ATM-TN can be found in Gburzynski (1995) .
A cell level simulator for a moderately large ATM network has substantial potential for parallel execution.
There is a g~at deal of independent activity involved in a large number of individual streams of cells flowing through a large network. Our preliminary analysis of the run-time behavior of an ATM-TN and related network simulation problems (Unger et al. 1994L Unger & Xiao 1994b , Unger & Cleary 1993 (Unger et al. 1993) . This led to the design and development of SimKit and WarpKit (Gomes et al. 1995) . Simulations written in SimKit can be executed either sequentially or in parallel.
The optimized sequential simulator (0SS) has been developed to support very fast, efficient sequential execution. Thus an I (intrafmrne) frame represents a complete image, they provide an absolute reference point for the other two image types in an MPEG sequence. P frames contain motion-compensated data predicted from the preceding I or P frame. P (predicted) fmmes take longer to encode than I frames, am faster to decode than I frames, and achieve higher compression than I frames.
B frames contain motion-compensated data from both the previous and the next frame (I or P). B (hi-directional interpolative) frames take the longest time to encode but offer the gyeatest compression.
JPEG stream consists of all I frames and thus provides compression on each frame as an independent unit of data. MPEG sequences consist of a pattern of I,P and B frames called a group of pictunx (GOP). The GOP frame is specitled at the start of encoding, e.g., an IBBPBBPBBI sequence which is continually repeated. The MPEG video traftlc model in the ATM-TN simulates cell level ATM traftlc genemted by an MPEG video stream to a viewer.
The model genemtes a given combination of I, P and B frames at a set frame rote. These random sequences w genemted using the transform-expand-sample (TES) modeling methodology defined by Melamed and Hill (1995) . Here, TES is used to generate three autocorrelated sequences of frame sizes, one for each type of MPEG fmme.
These sepamte sequences m then interleaved according to the GOP to produce the simulated traffic.
Thus, this MPEG/JPEG traffic model is a composite TES model. Four one day tmces were collected which contained 5,829 conversations which formed 57°/0 of the total netsvork activity.
SWITCH MODELS
The ATM-TN switch models currently include thee simple, and three multistage switch models. These models support point-to-point switched virtual channels (SVCS) and permanent virtual channels (PVCS). The SVC call setup and release proeedtnes modeled closely approximate the UNI 3.0 specfilcation (ATM 1993) . Virtual Paths (VPs) are also characterized and defiied by input data as they tend to be long lived connections.
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The switch models also handle signaling for call setup and release which makes these models much mom complex. VCIS are dynamic i.e., they me allocated and deallocated on a millisecond-second-minute time scale, while VPIS will be fairly static, i.e., they m allocated and deallocated on an hour-week-month time scale.
ATM Signaling
The model of signating is one of the more complicated parts of the ATM-TN. However, signaling needs to be characterized since the overhead of end-to-end connection setup becomes significant as network speed increases. The model attempts to closely~present the UNI 3.0 specit3cation (ATM 1993) .
The model of network fimctions within switches follows the standard ATM layering, i.e., the network layer where the signaling protocol is implemented, the application layer at the end nodes which provide the interface to the traBlc models, the signaling ATM adaptation layer which implements segmentation and assembly, and the ATM layer which manages cell level transactions, rue all characterized. 
